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INSTANT NEW YORK TIMES, USA TODAY, AND LOS ANGELES TIMES BESTSELLER

SOON TO BE A MAJOR MOTION PICTURE

An NPR Best Book of the Year, 2015

A ShelfAwareness Best Book of the Year, 2015

An Entertainment Weekly Summer Books Pick

A Buzzfeed “31 Books to Get Excited About this Summer” Pick

A Publishers Weekly “Top Ten Mysteries and Thrillers” Pick

A BookReporter Summer Reading Pick

A New York Post “Best Novels to Read this Summer” Pick

A Shelf Awareness “Book Expo America 2015 Buzz Book” Pick

What should be a cozy and fun-filled weekend deep in the English countryside takes a sinister turn in Ruth
Ware’s suspenseful, compulsive, and darkly twisted psychological thriller.

Leonora, known to some as Lee and others as Nora, is a reclusive crime writer, unwilling to leave her “nest”
of an apartment unless it is absolutely necessary. When a friend she hasn’t seen or spoken to in years
unexpectedly invites Nora (Lee?) to a weekend away in an eerie glass house deep in the English countryside,
she reluctantly agrees to make the trip. Forty-eight hours later, she wakes up in a hospital bed injured but
alive, with the knowledge that someone is dead. Wondering not “what happened?” but “what have I done?”,
Nora (Lee?) tries to piece together the events of the past weekend. Working to uncover secrets, reveal
motives, and find answers, Nora (Lee?) must revisit parts of herself that she would much rather leave buried
where they belong: in the past.

In the tradition of Paula Hawkins's instant New York Times bestseller The Girl On the Train and S. J.
Watson’s riveting national sensation Before I Go To Sleep, this gripping literary debut from UK novelist
Ruth Ware will leave you on the edge of your seat through the very last page.
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From reader reviews:

Marvin Gamez:

In this 21st one hundred year, people become competitive in every way. By being competitive today, people
have do something to make all of them survives, being in the middle of often the crowded place and notice
by surrounding. One thing that at times many people have underestimated that for a while is reading. Yes, by
reading a e-book your ability to survive enhance then having chance to stand than other is high. For you
personally who want to start reading any book, we give you this In a Dark, Dark Wood book as starter and
daily reading e-book. Why, because this book is more than just a book.

Jacob Roberts:

Reading a book to be new life style in this calendar year; every people loves to examine a book. When you
learn a book you can get a lots of benefit. When you read publications, you can improve your knowledge,
because book has a lot of information in it. The information that you will get depend on what types of book
that you have read. If you would like get information about your examine, you can read education books, but
if you want to entertain yourself you are able to a fiction books, such us novel, comics, along with soon. The
In a Dark, Dark Wood will give you new experience in studying a book.

Teresa Burns:

In this period of time globalization it is important to someone to obtain information. The information will
make professionals understand the condition of the world. The health of the world makes the information
easier to share. You can find a lot of recommendations to get information example: internet, paper, book, and
soon. You can see that now, a lot of publisher that print many kinds of book. The particular book that
recommended for you is In a Dark, Dark Wood this guide consist a lot of the information with the condition
of this world now. This specific book was represented how does the world has grown up. The vocabulary
styles that writer require to explain it is easy to understand. Often the writer made some research when he
makes this book. Honestly, that is why this book suited all of you.

Nancy Leto:

Reading a guide make you to get more knowledge from that. You can take knowledge and information
coming from a book. Book is written or printed or descriptive from each source that will filled update of
news. Within this modern era like today, many ways to get information are available for a person. From
media social including newspaper, magazines, science book, encyclopedia, reference book, new and comic.
You can add your understanding by that book. Are you ready to spend your spare time to open your book?
Or just searching for the In a Dark, Dark Wood when you essential it?
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